$10^{18} \text{cal/mole} + 1 \text{balloon} = \text{Thrust}$
THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION

DRS. R. E. SMITH AND F. C. KRUMMUN WITH THE CROAT GAS ANALYZER.

ERLIE BRUM AND HAROLD TSH
Joe is explaining the wonders of chemical engineering to his "Jews." Let's see now:

Wonder No. 1: Cigar in the mouth, right?
"OK, HERE COMING MISRAI, I THINK SHORE AIN'T THE BEST THAT EVER CAME OUT OF THESE HERE LABORAT'RIES."

"SO SAID CHARLIE, AND LEE ROSE, JIM ALBERT AND ORA ARROYO ARE VERY HARMED!"
WINNERS OF THE NATIONAL STUDENT CONTEST AWARDS:
GERALD A. GLICK (on the left)
ORA LEE REEDY (on the right)
GEORGE SACHSEL (middle, presented awards)
SENIOR PROJECT:
RON DAVIS, BOB HEASTON
AND JIM ALBERLY ARE
BUILDING LITTLE
WOODEN TANKS.
OOPS! IT'S GONNA
TIPPLE, FELLOWS!

1 A.M. - STILL AT IT ARE:
MASTER BATES AND JIM ALBERLY
(OR ALBERLY? NO, WRONG GUESS,
FOR JIM WANTS IT SPELLED LIKE
ALBERLY, O.K.?)
DICK SHAFFER WOULD
NOT LET US TAKE A
PEEK AT THE TEST HE
IS MIMEOGRAPHING!
Joe is explaining the wonders of chemical engineering to his "jewels." Let's see now:

Wonder No. 1: Cigar in the mouth, right?
"This here aluminum hydrate, right there ain't the best that ever came out of these Here Laboratories."

"So said Charlie, and Lee adverts, Jim Ashley and Ora Ashley are very saddened!"
THE MAN CALLED KELLY, WHO FIXES UP EVERYTHING.

THE MEN WHO KEEP KELLY BUSY.
(NAMES ARE NOT IMPORTANT HERE!)
SALE! SALE! SALE!
ANYTHING FROM USED
RUBBER STOPPERS TO
LEAKY RUBBER HOSE
REALLY CHEAP! DON'T
MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!

HERMAN, THE KEEPER
OF THE KEYS.
WINNERS OF THE NATIONAL STUDENT CONTEST AWARDS:
GERALD A. MILCOX (on the left)
ORA LEE REEDY (on the right)
GEORGE SACHSEL (middle, presented awards)
SENIOR PROJECT:
RON DAVIS, BOB HEASTON
AND JIM ALBERLY ARE
BUILDING LITTLE
WOODEN TANKS.
OOPS! IT'S GONNA
TOFFLE, FELLOWS!

1 A.M. - STILL AT IT ARE:
MASTER BATES AND JIM ALBERLY
(OR ALBERRY? NO, WRONG GUESS,
FOR JIM WANTS IT SPELLED LIKE
ALBERY, O.K.?)
"Kork" Thompson, Bryan (Nook) Nyquist and Dale Denny are busyly working on a cross-word puzzle while Bill Gombre and John O. Kuhn are trying out the "W A G" method.

John changed his middle initial in honour of our great leader, "J.H.K."
INTERVIEWING

JOHN H. KUHN AND RONALD E. (EUGENE) DAVIS, ALSO KNOWN THE "RIPPER", ARE SIGNING UP FOR INTERVIEWS.

DICK SCHAEFER PUTS THE INTERVIEW NOTICES INTO OUR MAILBOXES.
INSPECTION TRIP TO THE MEADE CO.
Secret Agent Mel Hoover (with cigar in the mouth) peeking to find out about the classified travel route.

AID OR TOOTHPICKS, RIGHT CHARLIE?
Dear Mr. Reedy:

I am pleased to tell you that you made a fine impression upon all of the men with whom you talked here at Chillicothe. We are certain that your academic and industrial background will be a definite asset to The Mead Corporation and I am happy to invite you to join us upon the completion of your college work in July, 1959.

OR

Our personnel requirements have been completely reviewed since our discussion, and I regret that we will be unable to offer you a position in keeping with your desires and qualifications.

DING!
PHIL GIFFORD AND JOHN LEE ARE GIVING FIRST AID TO THE ADSORPTION COLUMN.

FRED LEVERETT, LLOYD JONES AND LARRY JORDAN. DON'T LET THAT FREE ENERGY SNEAK OUT, FRED!
A.I.Ch.E. MEETING
PASS THE PLAYBOY
AROUND, VAL.

THE FAUCETS ARE NOT
LEAKING, FOR A CHANGE,
WHILE MR. ROBERT H.
BALDWIN, DEPONT'S ABLE
SCIENTIST, LOOKS.
"That peanut-butter sandwich is tasty, isn't it, Jim?"
"You got leberwurst on yours, Don?"

Sean (Dean) Fisher
Don't stop for lunch! He is a regular bookworm, isn't he now?
TOP: Jim (far right) is seen, Bill, Tom and Ron. Ron looks on, Dick sits (the corner one), Kim and Bill toil at the mysterious drying machine.

BOTTOM: Sanford (far right) and Bill Fauber are keeping the furnace going (so that everybody can have hot water in the safety showers!)
"THE BLACK HOLE OF CALCUTTA"
(ILLUSTRATION NOT AVAILABLE
IT WAS BEFORE OUR TIMES.)

"THE DUNGEON"
(WE LIVED IN THIS ONE)
TOP: A Corner of the Unit Coops.
BOTTOM: Julius Föris and Lee Adole Wondering about the Gunked up Flowmeter.
JOE KOFFOLT'S JEWEL BOX

RELUCTANT DEPARTURE
Die große Tag kommt, und das neue chemikalische Engineer ist freuliche — nun er kann viele Geld aufpeilen.
INTELLIGENTLY RESOLVING THE
ANSWER TO A GROUP PROBLEM
KEEN AND WILLING OBSERVERS ECSTATICALLY AWAITING THE INSPECTION TRIP
ART: DON WILHELM, (ONE OF THE JEWELS WITH A RARE SENSE OF HUMOR, WHO SAW THE FUNNY SIDE OF OUR LIFE WHILE WE STUDIED TO BE CHEMICAL ENGINEERS.)

PHOTOGRAPHY: JULIUS FORIS, JR., (WHO DID NOT LET MANY ESCAPE FROM HIS CAMERA AND WHO WAITED PATIENTLY UNTIL THE HAIR-DOS OF JOE'S SECRETARIES WERE JUST RIGHT. HE WAS AIDED BY HIS "WALKING TRIPOD," RON DAVIS, WHO TOOK THE ABOVE PHOTOGRAPH.)

IT WAS OUR SINCERE DESIRE, WHILE COLLECTING AND PRODUCING THE MATERIAL FOR THIS BOOK, TO PRESENT OUR ProfESSORS AND FELLOW-STUDENTS WITH A SOUVENIR OF THE YEARS WHICH THEY SPENT IN THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AT THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY.

WE WISH TO THANK EVERYONE FOR THE HELP AND SUGGESTIONS WHICH ENABLED US TO HAND THIS YEAR-BOOK OVER TO YOU.

Julius Foris, Jr.

Donald J. Wilhelm
*I CAN'T FIGURE THIS ONE OUT EITHER; DON WILHELM